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KEY FACTS 

 

Built: 1701 for Giles Cawsey, architect 
unknown 

Bought by the Landmark Trust: February 1989 

Repaired     1994-1998 

Furnished     March 1998 

Architects:      Philip Jebb (died 1995) 
      Allan Konya of Studio Ark, Reading 
 
Quantity Surveyors: Adrian Stenning of Bare Leaning & 

Bare, Bath 
 
Main Contractors: The Landmark Trust’s own 

workforce  including plasterers 
 
Foreman:     Philip Ford 

Joinery: The Landmark rust’s own workforce
  

Joinery (rear windows 
kitchen table & units):   Richard Barnett 
 

Leadwork:     Peter West, Buckland Tower 

Metalwork:    Sam Wheeler Limited, Bridgewater 

Glass repair:    Mrs Jane Lawrence 

Roof Slating:    Dave Maggs, Reading 

Electrical:     D. Kent, Torrington 

Heating & Plumbing:   Chris Flay, Bridgewater  
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Cawsey House in 1998, newly restored as a Landmark. 
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Summary 
 
This fine merchant’s house, with its elaborately decorated shell hood over the 
door, appears in nearly every book on Great Torrington and most books on the 
building of Devon. It served as offices or a club since the 19th century, but it 
was once a private house, and one that its builder could be proud of. .We know 
the name of this builder because he did not own the property, but rather leased it 
from the ancient Town Lands Charity. His name was Giles Cawsey and he was 
Town Clerk of Torrington from 1698 until his death in 1712. He bought the lease 
in 1700 and soon started work on a new house: a rainwater head on the front 
bears his initials, with those of his wife Margaret and the date, 1701. 
 
A renewal of the lease in 1712 records that it was a plot ‘on which is now built a 
very good dwelling house.’ The Cawseys were an extensive North Devon family, 
many of them living in the prosperous port of Bideford. Giles Cawsey was 
probably a merchant as well as Town Clerk and chose to build his house in the 
very latest fashion. Similar houses had been built in the 1690s in Bridgeland 
Street, Bideford, with fronts that anticipate the symmetry of the 18th century. 
 
In these houses, for the first time, prosperous merchants were no longer living 
over the shop: the ground floor rooms were rather for private family use. Earlier 
town houses tended to be long and thin, with a yard at the side. In the 1690s 
they began instead to show their faces to the street, with a central door and 
rooms on either side. In the Bideford houses, the stair was still tucked away 
behind one of the front rooms and the main parlour tended to be on the first floor. 
At Cawsey House, for the first time in this area, the stairs are in the centre. The 
ground floor room on the left as you enter was clearly the most important in the 
house. 
 
It is tempting to think that the fine plasterwork in this room and on the door hood 
was the work of the Abbot family of Frithelstock, near Torrington, one of whom 
was probably responsible for richly decorated ceilings in John Davie’s house, 
Bideford, now the Royal Hotel, although there is no firm evidence to prove this. 
To include a group of musical instruments in the design or trophies of war as on 
the door hood was again a mark of the latest fashion. (We had just finished 
restoring the plasterwork in the door hood when it was struck by a lorry. The 
work was re-done and has so far survived intact since!) 
 
Cawsey House remained the home of Giles Cawsey's descendants until the late 
19th century. One of them, John Soley (great grandson of Giles' daughter 
Margaret) was seven times Mayor of Torrington between 1827 and 1865. After 
his death, however, his home became the Liberal Club.  
 
In the 1920s and still owned by the Town Lands Charity, the house was 
subdivided for a variety of uses, which continued through the 20th century. In 
the 1980s, Cawsey House provided space for many groups, including a Masonic 
Lodge, the Red Cross, the Girl Guides and the Torrington Town Lands Charity 
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itself. While it was thus performing a useful function in the town, the 
architectural character of the building was not being seen to its best advantage. 
With the existing tenancies coming to an end over the next few years, the Town 
Lands Charity felt that it was time to reconsider the future. 
 
At about this same time, the Landmark Trust had completed the restoration of 
the Library and Orangery at Stevenstone, near Torrington. These are of similar 
date to Cawsey House, and after extensive repairs, were being enjoyed by a 
succession of people for holidays, providing an income for their future 
maintenance. The Town Lands Charity suggested that the Landmark Trust might 
be interested in their building as well. While it was not actually at risk, the 
Landmark Trust felt that Cawsey House was a very rare survival, widely regarded 
by local historians as one of the most important town-houses in Devon, both for 
its fine plasterwork and also because it is surprisingly unaltered inside. Here, in 
fact, was an opportunity to recover the domestic character of a building whose 
only future, otherwise, was as an office. In the words of the Trust's founder, Sir 
John Smith, it would then ‘give people the experience, once common but now 
almost unknown, of quite a grand house, with a garden, in the street of a country 
town.’ As 28 South Street, Cawsey House was bought by the Landmark Trust in 
1989, but no work could be carried out until the last of the tenants had moved 
out in 1990. We named it Cawsey House in 2013 to perpetuate the name of the 
proud family that built it. 
 
RESTORATION  
 
Cawsey House presents a brick face to the world - unusually constructed of two 
skins of bricks with the void filled with rubble. Behind this it is in fact a timber 
framed house. On plan the house is an odd shape, obviously built to fit an 
existing site, and nothing is quite square. A cobble passageway has been 
discovered running under the house, showing that an earlier building must have 
existed. A well, with a vaulted stone top, was discovered outside the back loo.  
 
To everyone's excitement, the original balustrade of the stairs was found inside 
what looked like a modem partition. The scheme to restore the house was drawn 
up by the architect, Philip Jebb, who had worked for Landmark on many other 
buildings. Work got under way in 1993, mainly using our own in-house 
craftsmen. Sadly, Philip Jebb died in 1995, but the work continued under his 
successor, Alan Konya. A new kitchen was provided in the plainest room, behind 
the original parlour, which is now the dining room. The remaining rooms provide 
two sitting rooms, one overlooking the garden, away from the busy street. On 
the first floor, apart from restoring the original dimensions of the upper hall, the 
main work was to reinstate the two rooms at the front (made into one in the 
1920s) using evidence on the floors for the line of the partition walls and making 
a bathroom in the closet between.  
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Introduction 

 

Cawsey House is a rare survival:  quite a grand house with a garden in the street 

of a country town. Since it was built in1701 by Giles Cawsey, Town Clerk of 

Torrington, whose initials with those of his wife Margaret are on the rainwater 

head on the front of the house, it has been altered surprisingly little and it has, in 

addition, some quite outstanding plasterwork.  

 

When the Landmark Trust first became aware of it in 1986 it was no longer a 

private house but had six institutional tenants including a .22 rifle range - and its 

future looked uncertain. 

 

In February 1989 the Landmark Trust bought the freehold from the Great 

Torrington Town Lands, Alms Lands and Poors Charities.  We had no wish to 

disturb the tenants and made no attempt to do so, but one by one they found 

premises that suited their needs better and they left. 

 

By 1992 the house was empty and from then on it was gradually repaired.  First 

the low grade 20th century accretions and alterations were removed and in 1994 

the Landmark Trust's own team of skilled craftsmen moved in and repaired it to a 

standard as high - perhaps sometimes higher than that of 1701.  It is now once 

again a fine family house. 

 

Philip Jebb was our architect but tragically he did not see the work completed.  

He died in 1995 and you will find a memorial to him in the house. 
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The History of the Building 

 

The land on which Cawsey House was built belonged to the Great Torrington 

Town Lands, Alms Lands and Poors Charities which owns the freehold of much 

of the town.  Who the benefactor was that gave Torrington the Town Land is not 

known.  The early records are lost, only starting from 1601. 

 

Before 1701 there was, according to the records, a 'tenement, courtlage and 

garden' on the present site.  During the Landmark restoration cobbles and a 

cobbled gutter were discovered under the floor of the front hall and on the sitting 

room side there were the remains of a sole pIate.  The cobbles and gutter indicate 

an open passageway, probably with an arch over it, running from the street into 

the 'courtlage' at the back of the building; while the sole plate was the base of a 

previous timber framed house. 

 

 The cellar in the present kitchen may give a clue as to the lay out of the old 

building:  it is oddly sited in relation to the present plan with the stairs emerging 

in front of a partition wall and is perhaps a survival from the earlier house, though 

the bricks used in the partitioning for wine bottles are 18thCentury.  The note in 

the town records of 1701, saying 'there is now built a very good dwelling house' 

seems to indicate that what was there before was humble. 

 

The 'burgage plot' on which the earlier house and the present one were built ran, 

not at right angles to the road as you would expect, but on the skew, so that 

Cawsey House and all the rooms in it are diamond shaped - even to the back 

stairs newel post:  if you look at that its top is diamond shaped too. 

 

In 1701 Cawsey House had a thoroughly modern plan.  While earlier merchants' 

houses were usually long and thin with a yard on one side, in the 1690s houses 

started to show their faces to the street with a central door and rooms on either 

side.  Houses with symmetrical fronts had already been built in Bridgeland Street, 
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Bideford but the stair was still tucked away behind one of the front rooms, and 

the main parlour tended to be on the first floor.  Cawsey House was ahead of its 

time in having stairs leading out of a central hall and its most important room on 

the ground floor.  Its rooms are higher than you would expect in a provincial 

house of its date. 

 

Its structure, on the other hand, belongs to an older tradition.  It is a timber-

framed house with a brick front.  Interestingly, the brick front is not built in the 

conventional way, with two brick faces and header bricks tying the wall together 

at regular intervals.  The bricks are used like stone:  two skins with a rubble in-

fill, and the headers irregular and built into the rubble. 

 

The joists run parallel to the front of the house in the manner of a timber frame 

house.  In the attic you can see cruck beams used in the construction of the roof.   

 

But it is because of its plasterwork that Cawsey House features in nearly every 

book on Devon houses.  In the 17th and 18th centuries decorative plasterwork 

was fashionable in Devon, much of it executed by the Abbott family of 

Frithelstock.  Although there is no record of their working at Cawsey House, 

Frithelstock is only four miles from Torrington and it seems unlikely that the 

commission would have gone to anyone else.  The trophy of weapons in the shell 

hood over the front door and the musical instruments in the dining room were 

both popular subjects in 1700, and make it clear that the plasterwork is 

contemporary with the house.  Giles Cawsey, who built the house, had relations 

in Bideford where high quality plasterwork was being made and which has 

survived in John Davies's House built in 1688 and now part of the Royal Hotel. 

 

Fashionable though it was, Cawsey House was not as solidly built as you would 

expect from a house that set out to be quite grand.  Exploratory work carried out 

for the Landmark Trust by Richard Barnett before repairs began showed that in 

some ways perhaps because its tenure was not freehold but only on a lease for 
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three lives - it had been built on the cheap.  For instance in the dining room high 

quality timber was used, but in the front room opposite instead of getting more 

top quality wood the left-overs were used and have not lasted so well.  Also the 

doors do not have normal door frames:  they are hung directly onto oak posts 

which are part of the timber structure of the house.  This means that the plaster 

stands proud of what appears to be the door frame; and that which appears to be 

the architrave has no moulding on its inside edge.  The mouldings are thin strips 

of wood superimposed, not part of the frame.  

 

In 1824 John Sloley took over the lease and it was perhaps then that various 

alterations were made.  It was probably true then as it is now that people change 

things when they move into a house.  Anyway, about then the windows were 

altered from casements with mullions to sash.  That they were once casement is 

proved by the shutters in the best bedroom.  The shutters are divided in two, and 

the division comes, not where the sashes meet but above, to suit the mullions. In 

the second best bedroom the shutters must have been re-made and the division 

comes where you would expect.  In the dining room the oldest (1701) shutters 

have been used to line the recesses into which newer c.1800 shutters fit.  

 

In the dining room the original chimney piece was removed and replaced with a 

slightly smaller one of Ashburton marble; there are small gaps in the panelling 

showing the size of the old chimney piece and hearth.  You can see, too, that the 

panel above the fireplace has been altered from being horizontal and probably 

containing a mirror - a common arrangement when the house was built in 1701 - 

to its present square shape.  It was perhaps when the fireplace was altered that 

the chair rail and the mouldings beneath it all round the room, were altered.  They 

are not original.  The panelling on the west wall of the dining room has dropped 

considerably, because the sole plate was rotten.  
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The dining room floor was unusual: it was a 'floating floor' , that is to say it was 

not fixed to the joists beneath, but each plank, made thicker than usual, was 

pegged sideways to the plank on each side so that no fixings could be seen. 

 

The back sitting room is a puzzle:  it has such an ornate chimney piece and 

overmantel and yet at one time, if not originally, it was the kitchen or anyway a 

service room with a service stair running straight out of it.  A kitchen with a 

grand fireplace is not unknown in Devonshire, there is one in 13 Bridgeland 

Street, Bideford, a humbler house than Cawsey House, built in 1692-4, while 

several late 17th century merchant houses on The Strand, Topsham have similar 

service stairs.  But the staircase at Cawsey House had a door where the stairs 

went through the ceiling, which, though now improved, was peculiarly low and 

awkward.  Sir John is of the opinion that this uncomfortable lack of headroom at 

the top of the stairs points to this staircase not being part of the original plan of 

the house.  He thinks that when it was built in 1701 there was no first flight of 

service stairs, that everyone used the main staircase up to the first floor and from 

the first to the second floor they used the staircase, which there undoubtedly 

was, in the lobby between the two main bedrooms. Sometime during the 18th 

century the first flight was built and shortly afterwards the second flight was 

moved to where it is now. 

 

To complicate things even further, the overmantel has fixings that point to its 

being originally in a panelled room.  There is no sign of panelling in the back 

sitting room and it is highly unlikely that there ever was any, so presumably the 

overmantel was moved, perhaps from another room in the house, or possibly 

from another house altogether.  We do not know what the brackets on the 

overmantel carried.  Were they perhaps for fishing rods?  The Torridge was a 

good fishing river.  The pulley that protrudes through the painted panel would 

have carried a chain to control a damper in the flue.  
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On the first floor, the best bedroom, with the good plasterwork, has an odd blank 

panel on its east accommodate a tester bed. 

 

Beneath cement on the floor of the fireplace tiles were discovered with a fleur de 

lys and 'J E' inscribed on them.  The initials stand for John Elsworthy, the 

Torrington potter who made them:  either John Elsworthy I who died in 1704 or 

John Elsworthy II who was either a son or a nephew and who was married in 

1705. They would have been made in Torrington, but probably not in the Castle 

Hill pottery which was worked by a different family. The tiles were finished with 

galena (lead ore) glaze, which made them golden brown, or sometimes darker, 

depending on the conditions of the kiln. 

 

20th Century Alterations 

Alterations were made to the ground floor when the house became a club.  A  

lavatory  and two billiard rooms, one beyond the other, were built out into the 

garden at the back.  They needed direct access from the house, so a door was 

made in the south east corner of the kitchen, and the window was moved.  

 

The room with the huge chimney piece became the caretaker's living room and a 

new kitchen was built on at the back.  A door was knocked through to the right 

of the window and the window was moved. 

 

Sometime after 1920, when the whole of the first floor was let to the 

Freemasons, there were more changes.  All the partitions between the front 

rooms - two rooms and a lobby in between were swept away to make a big 

meeting room.  

 

The wooden framing that was on the west wall of what is now the east 

bedroom, was saved and replaced on the west wall of the meeting room.  An 

organ was installed and seating from a disused cinema. 
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The position of the second flight of the main staircase was altered, so that it ran 

into what is now the small back bedroom, but which was then the Mason's 

receiving room, with a cloakroom and W. C. off it.  The existing second flight 

including the balustrade was boxed in so that, as you looked at it from the 

landing there was a deep ledge at waist height (for drinks, plates, etc.) with a 

glazed screen above it.  The landing became a bar/dining-room leading, through a 

wide arched opening to a dining-room/kitchen, both now bedrooms. (See the 

before plan and photographs). 

 

In 1933-4 a large range was removed from the kitchen - presumably the room 

with the overmantel, which had become the caretaker's sitting room and a small 

grate was put in instead.  The caretaker was allowed to install electric light in his 

private quarters.  Urgent work was done on a leaking gutter that was damaging 

the plaster ceilings. 
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The Landmark Trust Repairs 

THE OUTSIDE 

 

In July 1989, soon after it became a Landmark property, Philip Jebb, the 

Landmark Trust's architect for Cawsey House, visited the house and wrote to Sir 

John Smith answering queries that he had put to him after visiting the house a 

few days before:  

 

All of the sashes in the front elevation seem to date from the late 18th 
Century or early 19th Century (perhaps the stylish fireplace in 'Office' [the 
dining room] gives the date of this re-do).  Original glazing bars would 
undoubtedly have been much thicker, probably 1 3/4", but present sashes 
are in reasonable order and have good crown glass. 
 
The main eaves cornice has lost its uppermost cyma recta but otherwise 
seems in reasonable order. 
 
I agree about the roofs to the dormers [Sir John had said they did not look 
right to him] but I think that all that is wrong is that the two outer dormers 
with pitched roofs have been covered by slates and should have lead roofs.  
Also the windows have been, and would better be, leaded lights. 
 
Certainly we should clean off the old paint from the plaster tympanum over 
the front door and indeed all of the rest of the (remarkable) plasterwork.  
There is a method of doing this now without scratching the plaster while 
getting off the paint.  
 
Of the visible roofs the external slopes (North and West) are covered with 
Delabole slates and the inner slopes with what looked like asbestos slates.  
It looks from the ground as though the Delabole slates need relaying and 
perhaps we should lay new on the inner slopes? 

 

On that first visit, Philip Jebb and Sir John picked up most of what needed to be 

done to the outside. The windows were repaired but left as sash windows. 

 

The cornice was repaired, and the top element or cyma recta, which had been 

replaced by a red board was re-made. 
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All three dormers had to be rebuilt and roofed with lead, and the architraves were 

re-made.  The leaded lights were replaced with wooden casements. 

 

The whole roof was re-slated with Delabole slates, using as many as possible of 

the original ones. 

 

The gutters and the rainwater head on the front of the house were repaired and 

the lettering was re-gilded.  There is a new rainwater pipe and head on the gabled 

back wall; it was cast in lead on site. 

 

The plasterwork over the front door was carefully cleaned.  

 

The front door was stripped and repaired.  On 1 May 1995 Philip Ford the 

foreman reported that the original brass knocker, stolen twelve years before, had 

been returned by a gentleman who maintained that after a night of revelry he had 

removed the knocker for safe-keeping so that it would not be stolen by someone 

else! 

 

The west gable on the car park side was repaired. 

 

The chimney flues were re-lined. 

 

The outside work was completed when, in September 1997, a lorry crashed into 

the front of the house. The plasterwork was not damaged but the canopy over 

the front door had moved.  Scaffolding had to go up again.  Moulds were made of 

the plasterwork, so that it could be mended if it was damaged when the canopy 

was being moved back.  This fortunately did not happen. 
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The dormers were remade and given lead roofs 

Another view of the dormers 
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The top mouldings of the cornice 
had been replaced by a red board 

Rebuilding the cornice moulding 
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The back of the house as found – the downpipes have been 
replaced and the sheds removed 

Work in progress at the back 
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Setting out the top cornice 

The downpipe at the front of 
the house needed repair 
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A drainwater hopper: beneath the red paint there was gilding, then the 
original grey to which it has returned 

The hopper in the workshop under repair 
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View from the stairs towards the Castle Hill Hotel before restoration 

The two billiard rooms, later Girl Guides meeting rooms, now demolished 
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THE INSIDE 

 

The first question that had to be decided was how to use the rooms.  The 

present arrangement of kitchen and dining room was chosen partly because 

people perhaps spend more time looking at the ceiling in a dining room than in a 

sitting room.  

 

Comparing the present plan of the house with the "before" plan is probably the 

best way to understand what has been done to return the house to its pre-

institutional shape. 

 

On site the first stage was to 'unpick' the house – carefully to remove the low 

grade 20th century accretions and alterations.  Throughout 1992 this work was 

carried out by Richard Barnett a skilled joiner and carver who had already worked 

for us at Stevenstone Library.  In 1994 Philip Ford our foreman who had worked 

for us on several west country Landmarks, moved in with his team. 

 

The front stairs were put back as they were before.  It was an exciting moment 

when we discovered that the original balustrade, bannisters and hand rail were 

still in position behind the hardboard casing.  

 

An examination of the floor in the Freemason's meeting room showed where the 

original partitions ran and they were replaced.  It seems that the partitions had 

helped to tie in the brick front of the house and since their removal it had moved 

outwards.  Steel stays are now in place within the partitions to hold the front in.  

Mortices and other parts of a staircase going up to the attic were found under the 

floorboards in the lobby, now the front bathroom.  The staircase had been moved 

to where it is now above the back sitting room early in the house's history.  This 

bathroom being narrow, we had to find a WC which was as short as possible 

from front to back. The one we chose is "as supplied to H.M. Prisons". 
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The Plasterwork   

All the plasterwork was repaired on site, without outside specialists, which is 

unusual nowadays. Latex moulds were made from sound material and the plaster 

that was cast in them pieced in where it was missing.  The larger sections of run 

plasterwork were remade on the workbench, using a traditional "horse" to guide 

a mould for cornice and radiused work.  Visitors will be puzzled to spot the 

repairs though a clue is that the original work was all applied when wet, and 

some of the vegetation has drooped slightly. 

 

The Floors   

The front hall had a cement scree floor which was replaced with Portland stone 

paving. It was when the cement was being dug up that the old cobbled pathway 

appeared. The kitchen also had a scree floor, replaced with large quarry tiles. 

Upstairs most of the floor boards had to be replaced.  The new flooring came 

from a wooden railway bridge of 1864 from Birkenhead.  Any sound boards were 

laid in the south east bedroom above the kitchen. 

 

The Windows  

Richard Barnett made new windows for the two back rooms whose openings had 

been changed when doors were knocked through beside them in the early 1900s.  

 

All the windows were repaired and cast lead was used for the sash window 

weights because cast iron was not heavy enough for the job.  They make a dull 

thud when the widow is opened or shut rather than the clanging noise sometimes 

made by cast iron.  The old glass was retained wherever possible. In the front 

bathroom where there is a good example of acid-etched obscure glass with an 

intricate lozenge pattern two broken panes were copied by Mrs Jane Lawrence, 

who lives in Torrington and are almost indistinguishable from the old ones. The 

shutters were repaired, or in some cases re-made. 
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Doors  

Philip Jebb, when he first looked round Cawsey House, remarked that the house 

was 'extraordinarily bereft of doors'.  The few original ones have been copied by 

Philip Ford's work team.  The original hinges, which are of an attractive and 

unusual design have been copied by Sam Wheeler of Bridgewater and are now on 

all the doors. The front door was repaired.  It was given facings, which also 

strengthen it, and false panels.  

 

The two doors between the front door and the stairs, one a swing door and the 

other glass, were removed.  A door with a glass panel leading to the back sitting 

room was replaced. 

 

Fireplaces  

A large kitchen fireplace was found behind boarding in the present kitchen 

backing onto the fireplace in the dining room.  This was interesting because it 

meant that the present kitchen was probably the kitchen when the house was 

first built.  

 

The Attic 

The partitions had gone when the Landmark Trust moved in and the attic has 

been left as an open space.  The marine plywood on the floor is structural and 

helps to hold up the first floor ceiling. 

 

The picture over the fireplace in the south sitting room is a copy of A View of 

Tawstock Hall, Devon (English School, c. 1740) with Barnstaple on the River Taw 

in the distance.  The Elizabethan mansion was built by William Bourchier, 2nd Earl 

of Bath (1557-1623).  Following a fire in 1787 the South front was rebuilt in the 

Gothic style and the West front was later altered in the late 19th century.  

Particularly interesting is the formal garden probably laid out by Lady Rachel Fane, 

widow of the last Earl of Bath, after 1660 but based on an Elizabethan plan.  The 

Church is St. Peter’s with Bishops Tawton on the right.  
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The temporary roof 

The north west corner of the attic was used as a workshop whilst the 
roof was rebuilt 
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  Working on the ceiling over the landing 

The centre gutter – note the cruck beams 
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The plasterwork on the landing 
ceiling was in a bad state 

Shoring up the landing 
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The Freemasons’ meeting room 

The ceiling in the north east bedroom being repaired 
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Plasterwork was remade on the workbench 

Radius work 
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A kitchen fireplace was found in the 
present kitchen on the north wall 

Relining the dining room wall 
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The main staircase with the additional flight put in by the 
Freemasons 

The cellar under the kitchen floor 
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The fireplace in the south sitting room 

The front door as it was 
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The Garden 

 

When the Landmark Trust took over Cawsey House the garden was almost 

entirely filled with buildings and sheds put up as they were needed in the last fifty 

years.  There were two ex-billiard rooms, a rifle range and club room and two W. 

C. s.  The ex-billiard rooms were used as workshops while the restoration was in 

progress but now all have been removed. 

 

The garden's levels were adjusted so that instead of sloping up from the garden 

door there is a flat paved sitting out area.  

 

When the buildings were being demolished a well was discovered a few yards 

from the garden door, under a brick arch which must have been built to protect it 

when the billiard rooms were built on. With the changing of the levels the well-

head is higher than ground level so bricks have been laid sloping up to it and for 

safety it has a cast iron cover. 

 

Most of the garden walls were rebuilt.  The smaller walled garden is on the site of 

Sleep’s outside clothing workshop, which went out of business soon after the 

Landmark Trust took over Cawsey House. 

 

Several pieces of old pottery were dug up and sent to the archaeological 

department at Exeter Museum. They were identified as 17th century coarseware, 

most likely from the pottery kilns of Torrington itself.  Some decorated sgraffito 

ware probably came from the recently discovered Castle Hill kiln near Cawsey 

House. Two sherds came from France. 
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The well being discovered beneath an arch under the cloakroom 
when it was demolished 

Philip Ford, John Weeks and Austen Short 
in the garden in September 1977 
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The Inhabitants of Cawsey House 

 

The Torrington Town Lands Charity which owned much of the property in 

Torrington leased its land on "lives", a practice common in the West Country, the 

lease being for the life of the tenant and for the lives of one or two nominees, 

usually a wife, sons or daughters, rather than for a fixed period of time.  Because 

of this, although we do not know what the house on the Cawsey House site 

looked like before the present house was built, we do know who owned it.  The 

lease book begins in 1614 and the owner was Richard Green, he was followed in 

1629 by John Tooker, vintner, then John Clarke, then William Gribble who sold 

his lease to Giles Cawsey. 

 

Giles Cawsey, who became Town Clerk of Torrington in 1698, leased a 

'tenement, courtlage, and garden valued at £6' from the Town Lands in 1700 

and in 1701 he built himself a house, Cawsey House on the site.  His initials and 

those of his wife, Margaret are on the rainwater head on the front of the house.  

The Cawseys were a prolific north Devon family some of whom were merchants 

in the prosperous port of Bideford.  When Giles Cawsey died in 1712 his wife 

Margaret took on the tenancy till her death in 1728. 

 

From 1728 the names of the tenants change - Belton, Crealock, Sloley - but 

because of the "life" system of tenancy and the details in the tenancy records we 

know that the new names were sons-in-law and the house in fact never went out 

of the family for more than 200 years. 

 

Thomas Belton, who was tenant from 1728-71, was married to Giles Cawsey's 

daughter, Margaret; he was Town Clerk for fifty two years, from 1712-1768, 

having taken over his father-in-law. 

 

The Rev.John Sloley rector of High Bickington, married Margaret Crealock, 

Thomas Belton's granddaughter.  Their son John Sloley gent, took over the lease 
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in 1824.  He must have been one of the leading members of the Torrington 

establishment.  He was manager of the National Provincial Bank, now the 

National Westminster, a trustee of the North Devon Building Society when it was 

founded in 1850 and Mayor of Torrington seven times between 1827 and 1865.  

There is a certificate amongst the town records saying that before John Sloley 

took office in 1827 he received Holy Communion and signed his name witnessed 

by two vicars, in accordance with the Test Act - the Act that barred Catholics 

from office.  He must have been one of the last people to sign:  soon afterwards 

it was abolished.  He died in 1866 and left Cawsey House to his three daughters:  

Catherine and Fanny, who died unmarried in 1893 and 1901 and a married 

daughter Amelia Macartney who survived them.   

 

In 1912 Amelia sold the south end of the neighbour Mr. Mackenzie Grieve, the 

owner of the house which later became the Castle Hill Hotel.  Amelia was the last 

of Giles Cawsey's descendants to own the house.  She died in 1913. 

 

It seems to have been at about this time that Cawsey House was used as the 

Liberal Club. 

 

After the 1914-18 war it became the Ex-Sevicemen's Club. The present dining 

room was the ex-servicemen’s reading room;  it had guns, relics perhaps of the 

first world war, hanging on the walls.  The two billiard rooms built out at the 

back were extremely popular particularly on Saturday nights. 

 

In 1920 the house was subdivided and the Torridge Freemasons' Lodge took the 

first floor, with their tabernacle made out of the front rooms as we have seen. 

 

From 1935-1948 Austen Short, who now lives in Bideford, was brought up at 

Cawsey House.  His father was caretaker there and also part-time registrar for 

the town.  They lived in the back sitting room where there was a gas fire with a 

sofa in front of it and a desk in the window. The kitchen (now removed) was 
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through a door at the back of the room; beyond the kitchen was the W.C. 

reached by going out of the back kitchen door and into the garden.  Austen's 

sister died when she was eleven and when she was very ill she was brought 

down into the sitting room for warmth. The Short parents slept in the north west 

attic, Austen in the north east one.  He can remember lying in bed and listening 

to the Masons singing hymns in the room below.  He was not allowed to enter 

their part of the house and only once saw the tabernacle which was very richly 

coloured and impressive.  At the bottom of the front stairs was a glass case 

containing stuffed badgers. 

 

Johnnie Weekes, who still lives in Torrington, spent much of his time at Cawsey 

House playing with Austen who is his cousin.  He can remember ceremonially 

hanging their teddy bear over the back stairs.  They also buried their dog when it 

died in the garden and dug it up after a month to see what had happened to it - 

not a success. 

 

When war began in 1939 the present dining room became the Food Office where 

ration books were distributed and the front sitting room became the Civil Defence 

Office.  After the war the dining room became the office for the Torrington Town 

Lands; the Red Cross took over the front sitting room and the room behind it, 

where they made a kitchenette. 

 

The Girl Guides used the old billiard rooms for their meetings as did the 

Torrington Youth Club. 

 

A .22 Rifle Club had its range along the west garden wall and the caretaker's 

kitchen became the club room. 
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John Weeks (left), whose parents lived at Cawsey 
House and Austen Short
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Next Door Neighbours 

 

At the end of the garden, to the south of Cawsey House is Castle Hill House.  It 

is a late Georgian house which belonged to the Furse family, who were squires of 

Halsdon, further up the river Torridge.  During the last half of the 19th century it 

was let to William Evan Price who was married to a cousin of the Furses, Anne 

Elizabeth Palmer.  In 1897 Charles Willington Furse, Archdeacon of Westminster 

and squire of Halsdon made Castle Hill House over to his second son, Captain 

William Furse.  The Archdeacon was the brother of the poet, William Cory; both 

were called Johnson originally but had changed their names on inheriting.  The 

Archdeacon’s third son was Charles Furse the painter.  Captain William Furse, 

later Lieutenant General Sir William Furse and a distinguished soldier, sold Castle 

Hill House in 1905. 

 

Between 1905 and 1964 the property changed hands four times.  Mrs Mackenzie 

Grieve, who owned the house from 1910-1921, enlarged the garden by buying 

part of the Cawsey House garden from Mrs.Macartney in 1912.  

 

In 1950 the Brachi family moved in.  Mr.Brachi had retired from his job in London 

and a daughter who was living in Taunton in 1994 had pleasant memories of 

their life in Torrington.  In 1965 the Brachis sold and the next owners were 

granted planning permission to change the house into an hotel. 

 

After 1965 Castle Hill House - now Castle Hill Hotel - had a series of owners and 

tenants until the last owners failed and the Landmark Trust bought it from the 

receivers 1993.  In December 1997 it was let on a long lease to The Great 

Torrington Development Trust, which trades as Genesis Ltd. 
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Next to Cawsey House on the east side is a house which was partially burned 

down in 1876 when its owner was J.S.Farleigh.  He was mayor at the time and 

some of the town regalia was lost in the fire. 

 

On the west side, where the public car park is now, was Enderley House built by 

William Vaughan owner of the glove factory.  Enderley was re-named Sydney 

House and became a school for delicate children run by Devon County Council.  It 

burned down in 1942 and five boys lost their lives in the fire. 
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Photographs of Castle Hill taken between1950-64 
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Ground floor plan – after 
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First floor plan – before 
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First floor plan - after 
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The entrance hall 
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The office of the Torrington Town Lands Charity – now the dining room 

The dining room 
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The fireplace in the present dining room 

The dining room ceiling 
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The front sitting room as used by the Red Cross 
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 The Red Cross kitchenette.  The position of the 
window has been changed. 

The back sitting room and stairs 
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The old billiard room – now demolished 
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The top of the stairs into the Freemasons’ reception room – now 
the south west bedroom 

The first flight of the main stairs.  The stair well is boarded up on 
the left and the original handrail can be seen behind the new one. 
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Looking from the south east bedroom into the hall 

The first floor landing and south east bedroom.  The broom is 
leaning against the boxed in top of the main stairs.  The landing 

was used as a bar and the bedroom as their dining room. 
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The Freemasons’ meeting room 

The landing looking north 
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The Freemasons’ meeting room 
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Brief History of Great Torrington 

 

During the Middle Ages Torrington was an important market town, rivalling 

Barnstaple and Bideford and rich in endowments. In about 1200 a benefactor, 

possibly William Fitz Robert, Baron of Torrington, gave the town several hundred 

acres of wasteland that lay around it.  Eight centuries later this endowment is still 

enjoyed - not least by visitors to Cawsey House. The steep bank to the south that 

you can reach through the public car park and that goes down to the river is 

called Castle Hill Common and is a part of Torrington's Common Land.  Facing 

south and untouched by pesticides it is a breeding place for rare butterflies. 

 

From the top of the bank you can see Taddyport bridge, built in the 13th century, 

and beside it the Magdalene Chapel.  Attached to the Chapel was a leper 

hospital.  The lepers were self-supporting and you can see two narrow fields 

which were part of the medieval strip lay-out of their farm. 

 

In 1538 John Leland visited Torrington and described it in his Itinerary: 
 

Torrington is a great large town and stondith on the brow of a hille and hath 
3 fair streates in it and a good market everyweke, and ons a year apon 
S.Michal's day the best fayr in al those quarters. 
 
In the toune is but one paroch chirch. Dr. Chaumbre is personne thereof. 
 
The most parte lyveth there by making of cloth. 
 
There is a mair and the toune is priviligid with libertees. 
 
The ryver Torege rennith under the rootes of the hille, on the which the 
toune stondith on, and upon Torege at Torrington be 2 bridgges of stone, 
one caulled the south brid of 3 arches of stone, and another half a mile 
lower caulled the west bridge, the which is the greater of the 2 and by this 
weste bridge, the way lyeth to Hertland that is XII miles of. 
 
A little above the south bridge stoode a fair castelle apon the brou of the 
hille hangginge over Torege ripe [river bank] of the which at this present 
time nothing remaineth stonding but a 
neglect chapelle.  
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Torrington continued to prosper until the Civil War; then for one evening on 16th  

February 1646, it was the scene of terrible drama, when one of the last battles of 

the First Civil War was fought out on its streets.1 On the same evening the 

church blew up (probably accidentally) with even more loss of life. 

 

While Barnstaple and Bideford with most of north Devon supported Oliver 

Cromwell, the inhabitants of Torrington were mainly Royalist.  In 1642, at the 

outbreak of the war, Torrington was attacked by parliamentarians from 

Barnstaple, but succeeded in driving them off with only a few casualties. From 

then on there was intermittent skirmishing.  An entry in the parish register for 

July 1643 says that Thomas Monk, a royalist cousin of the Cromwellian general, 

George Monk, was shot dead in South Street by one of his own troopers on 

account of a muddle about a password. 

 

In August 1645 the Royalist General Goring, who commanded Charles I's 

western army, marched into Torrington from Barnstaple, billeting his 3-4000 men 

on the town.  The town's population was only 2500 and Goring's army was 

much hated.  Its lack of discipline was notorious.  General Goring himself stayed 

at Stevenstone House, which he had commandeered from its Cromwellian owner, 

Sir Samuel Rolle. 

 

In January 1646 the command of the western army was transferred from General 

Goring to Lord Hopton.  After an unsuccessful campaign in Cornwall the Royalist 

army moved east and on 10 February Hopton arrived at Torrington.  Meanwhile 

Sir Thomas Fairfax marched north from Exeter to meet him.  Lord Hopton 

barricaded the entrances to the town, especially the west end, with earth works, 

tree trunks, farm implements and turnpikes. 

 

  

                                                            
1 The very last battle of the First English Civil War was at Stow on the Wold in Gloucestershire on 21 March 1646. 
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His 5000 men were billetted on the town, 20 to a house, 3 or 4 to a bed.  His 

Headquarters was the Black Horse Inn.  Neither side had any artillery but they had 

muskets and Lord Hopton used the church as a magazine for his gunpowder.  But 

January 1646 was wet and he had a problem keeping the wicks dry that were 

used for firing the powder.  An order went out for ovens to be lit in South Street 

and the wicks were baked. 

 

On 16 February Fairfax marched towards Torrington and at 5pm he reached 

Stevenstone where he held a council of war and decided to attack. The battle 

raged at the barricades until 9pm when Fairfax's army broke into the town.  His 

cavalry charged down East Street.  Lord Hopton's horse was killed under him and 

the Royalists fled down South Street and Mill Street to the Taddiport bridge. 

Fortunately for them the bridge was unguarded and most of the army escaped. 

 

During the battle Fairfax put about a hundred of his prisoners into St. Michael's 

Church where the gunpowder was stored.  As the battle ended the powder was 

fired - probably by mistake and blew up killing all the prisoners and their guards 

and destroying the Church. 

 

Fairfax's army left the town on 24 February.  Torrington was one of the last 

battles of the First Civil War.  Its story is told in detail in The Forgotten Battle 

Torrington 1646 by John Wardman which is in the Landmark bookcase. 

 

Since 1970, there has been a town bonfire, and in 1996 on the 350th 

anniversary of the Battle of Torrington the Torrington Cavaliers built a full scale 

wooden model of St Michael's church and set fire to it. (The bonfire has now 

become a five-yearly town tradition, with ever more elaborate structures being 

set ablaze on the August Bank Holiday weekend in aid of charities.) 
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After the Civil War the cloth trade continued to flourish.  In 1750 Torrington was 

described by Eman Bowen in his Map of Devonshire Hundreds as a rich and 

populous place full of merchants who carry on a good trade with Ireland and 

other places." 

 

At the beginning of the 19th century agriculture was booming and the Lord Rolle 

of the day built a canal so that barges could bring limestone from the mouth of 

the Torridge to the Torrington lime kilns.  The lime was then used as a fertiliser.  

The canal started at Annery where the Torridge stopped being navigable, three 

miles north west of Torrington and ended at Healand a mile east of Rosemoor, 

and two miles south of Stevenstone , Lord Rolle's house.  At Beal, half way 

between Torrington and Annery, it crossed the Torridge on an aquaduct built in 

1824.  It passed through Castle Hill Common on the line of the footpath that is 

nearest the river. 

 

The canal had a comparatively short life.  In 1870 the railway came to 

Torrington, the canal no longer paid and was filled in to make a road.  It was a 

toll road, the toll-house is still to be seen by the bridge on the Bideford road. 

 

But by 1820 cloth had nearly ceased to be made and in 1850 only one of the five 

mills was working. Glove-making, however, that had started in 1775, was doing 

well.  The Glove Factory, looking like a gothic chapel is in White's Lane just north 

of Cawsey House.  Its owner Mr.Vaughan lived in the house next door to Cawsey 

House. 

 

During the early 19th century Torrington’s social life was dominated by relations 

of Sir Joshua Reynolds.  His sister Mary Palmer lived at Palmer House, still the 

best house in the town, and Sir Joshua used to stay with her there. He brought 

Dr. Johnson to tea one day and the Doctor beat his record by eating more than 

13 pancakes at one sitting. 
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Sir Joshua's niece, Betsy Deane lived in an early 18th century house later Castle 

Hill Nursing Home. According to her great nephew her syllabub parties were the 

talk of Torrington, her house blazed with candles and green tea was prodigally 

dispensed. 

 

Betsy Deane's great nephew was William Johnson, (1823-1892) who changed 

his name to Cory and who was a master at Eton, an inspiring teacher and a poet. 

He was brought up at 42 South Street, on the same side of the street as Cawsey 

House, the other side of the car park.  He wrote the Eton Boating Song and the 

famous lines: 

They told me Heraclitus, they told me you were dead, 
They brought me bitter news to hear and bitter tears to shed. 
I wept as I remembere'd how often you and I 
Had tired the sun with talking and sent him down the sky. 
 
And now that thou art lying, my dear old Car ian guest, 
A handful of grey ashes, long, long ago at rest, 
Still are thy pleasant voices, thy nightingales, awake, 
For Death, he taketh all away, but them he cannot take. 
 

A less well known poem commemorates his revisiting his old home, 42 South 

Street:  'I gaze from my grandfather's terraced wall'. 

 

Another distinguished Torringtonian is Thomas Fowler, self- taught mathematician 

who invented the thermosiphon in 1828. 

 

W.Keble Martin, the flower painter, whose Concise British Flora was a famous 

best seller, was vicar of Torrington for ten years 1934 -1943. 
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